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PROFILE OF A LIBRARY PUBLISHER

➔ Provide alternatives to commercial scholarly publishers

➔ Publish work that doesn’t “fit” elsewhere

➔ Complement existing campus publishing operations

➔ Serve campus teaching and learning goals

➔ Enable advances in digital scholarship

➔ Support Open Access
SERVICE MODEL

CONTENT CREATOR
- content
- editorial focus
- peer review

LIBRARY
- production
- hosting
- distribution
- marketing
- preservation
- metadata
- copyright
- consultation
- training

PUBLICATION
Joint Transportation Research Program, Purdue University Libraries

Purdue’s flight students will save $250,000 in course fees

Purdue University professional flight students are receiving a $795 reduction in semester fees as a direct result of an updated aircraft usage plan. The new fee structure is expected to save students $250,000 over the next two academic years. John Mott, associate head for aviation technology, assembled a team of Purdue researchers to collect real-time data on the university’s fleet of Cirrus SR-20 aircraft.
The DocuNow Persian Social Media Archive is an “archive of the now” that aims to collect and curate social media data related to important social, cultural, and political events involving Iran, Afghanistan, Tajikistan, and the Persian-speaking diasporic communities throughout the world. Working with team members from MITH, MLSC, and the UMD libraries, the DocuNow Persian project will safeguard the (digital) historical sources of the future through harvesting and archiving relevant web and social media sources in real time.
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